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Educational Solutions Provider 
Unlocks Effective Reporting with 
9Gauge Systems Implementation

Eduphoria offers the essential tools
districts need for assessment,

curriculum, and professional growth.
The company’s platform facilitates

continued learning.

Executive Summary
“9Gauge has been a huge help in 

implementing NetSuite and updating our 
processes. We really appreciated the 

assistance in setting up best practices. 

They helped us automate processes for 
future growth, and do so much more with

our data! 

9Gauge set up tailored reporting to fit our 
specific needs – something that our 

people love.”

- Sarah Niederstadt
Business Project Manager,

Eduphoria

     Eduphoria, a Texas-based cloud solutions provider for educators, 
offers the essential tools schools need to facilitate high-quality 
education. Their team had met positive growth in the K-12 sector 
and were in the market for a robust, financial system. 

     Colin McDorman, CEO of Eduphoria, sought a cloud-based 
software solution that could scale with the company, as they had 
outgrown a previous solution. 

     To resolve their manual reporting dilemma from Quickbooks,
the company connected with 9Gauge to implement NetSuite for a
consulting solution.
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The 9Gauge Advantage

     “9Gauge has been a huge help in implementing 
NetSuite and updating our processes. We really 
appreciated the assistance in setting up best practices. 

     They helped us automate processes for future growth, 
and do so much more with our data! 9Gauge set up 
tailored reporting to fit our specific needs – something that 
our people love,” notes Sarah Niederstadt, Eduphoria 
Business Project Manager. 

     With the numerous reporting packages that 9Gauge 
created, Eduphoria has been able to achieve:

     • Real-time reliability and efficiency in its leadership 
       dashboard reporting
     
     • A reduced effort in manual off-platform metric builds 

     •  Streamlined accounting and financial best practices,
       scalable as company grows

     • An integrated ERP connected to all business systems
       for faster operational data analysis

Results, ROI, and Future Plans

     9Gauge’s implementation of NetSuite has immensely improved Eduphoria’s
daily operations, reporting capabilities, and use of sales data. The company’s
ability to automate real-time sales reports allows leadership to know the status
of client contracts and who needs to renew.

     With executives and management making more direct, data-driven decisions,
the team has focused its resources on more strategic projects.

     Eduphoria has since joined 9Gauge on-stage at the 2017 Oracle+NetSuite
SuiteWorld convention to discuss the benefits of using 9Gauge’s Systems
Integration team. The company continues to look to 9Gauge for future financial
tools and other endeavors.

     Eduphoria was moving faster than its prior 
system could handle. QuickBooks could not offer the 
custom, leadership metrics and reports necessary 
to drive the company forward.

     Their team sought for answers to help them 
overcome their burdens of an outdated system, 
including:

     • A system that reduces the increased amount 
       of time devoted to building manual reports.

     • A need to upgrade their capability to support 
       leadership and management decisions

     • A solution for real-time business intelligence 
       and analytics to save time and resources

Challenges
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